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Andy Smith Presents...

Lights, camera, action, take 1...

The nominees for the most outstanding contribution to our company go to?

NOW SHOWING at your company's corporate awards evening, end of year school prom, exhibition dinner, milestone 
Birthday celebrations, conference, school or university end of year ball let Andy Smith Presents produce, create and direct 
the glitz and glamour of your Hollywood theme night and Oscars awards evening.

Deluxe Hollywood/Awards Night Package 
from only £975.00

As guests arrive they are greeted by Hollywood movie theme tunes and make their way down Sunset Boulevard and the Hollywood Walk 
of Fame to the plush red carpet to have their photograph taken looking their best against the backdrop of the most famous Global iconic 
brands in the world including your company’s corporate logo.

The stage is set for what is to be the most important and memorable night of your companies year. The swish red curtains are drawn 
back to reveal one of the most famous views in the world “Welcome to Hollywood” and the show begins.

Life size gold Oscar statues stand proudly either side of the stage watching over the proceedings as dinner is served.

The room is transformed with billboards featuring the most famous and recognisable Hollywood movies and characters of all time.
Giant movie props include film reels, huge dressing room mirror, camera, director’s chair, clapper board and giant 3D Hollywood letters.

The nominations are in and the winners have been chosen, recognised and rewarded for their outstanding contribution to your company 
in a variety of categories.

The fun now begins and the gambling tables open, blackjack and roulette customised in Hollywood imagery directed by professional and 
immaculately presented croupiers.

What's Included

Hollywood / Awards Nights

*Depending upon your secret chosen location
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As guests arrive they are greeted by Hollywood movie theme tunes and make their way down Sunset Boulevard and the Hollywood Walk 
of Fame to the plush red carpet to have their photograph taken looking their best against the backdrop of the most famous Global iconic 
brands in the world including your company’s corporate logo.

The stage is set for what is to be the most important and memorable night of your companies year. The swish red curtains are drawn 
back to reveal one of the most famous views in the world “Welcome to Hollywood” and the show begins.

Life size gold Oscar statues stand proudly either side of the stage watching over the proceedings as dinner is served.

The room is transformed with billboards featuring the most famous and recognisable Hollywood movies and characters of all time.
Giant movie props include film reels, huge dressing room mirror, camera, director’s chair, clapper board and giant 3D Hollywood letters.

The nominations are in and the winners have been chosen, recognised and rewarded for their outstanding contribution to your company 
in a variety of categories.

The fun now begins and the gambling tables open, blackjack and roulette customised in Hollywood imagery directed by professional and 
immaculately presented croupiers.

What's Included

The most popular and requested casino tables of blackjack and roulette professionally roped together with floral features and intimate 
lighting. The casino table layouts are customised with Hollywood imagery creating the look and feel of an authentic casino. Additional 
tables including the exciting game of craps is quite often hired at corporate events and can be hired at a cost of £200.00 per table including 
the professional and immaculately presented croupiers.

Professional croupiers to deal for 2 hours within the night.

Personalised Hollywood fun money including your logo in full colour.

Giant clapper board displays details of the very special occasion.

Hollywood movie theme tunes greet your guests as they arrive for the evening and make their way down Sunset Boulevard and the 
Hollywood Walk of Fame and notice the film and musical stars including Marilyn Monroe, The Beatles, Charlie Chaplin, Matt Damon, Arnold 
Schwarzenegger, Muhammad Ali, Madonna, Tom Hanks, John Lennon, Mickey Mouse, Johnny Depp, Kate Winslet, Elvis Presley, Queen, 
Bruce Willis, Sylvester Stallone, Gwyneth Paltrow, Walt Disney.

Plush red carpet with eight gold stanchions and velvet red ropes aligned with billboards featuring the most famous Hollywood movies, 
actors and characters of all time including Star Wars, Titanic, Harry Potter, Jaws, ET, Laurel and Hardy, King Kong, Rocky, Superman, 
Marilyn Monroe, Back to the Future, Top Gun and Charlie Chaplin

Giant dressing room mirror 6ft by 3ft surrounded with cool light bulbs

Backdrop for photographs featuring the most famous iconic logos and brands in world which could also include your company's brand 
name and logo. See Scolmore International proudly displayed in the image gallery.

2 x rare and truly sought after life size gold Oscar statues stand proudly guarding the entrance to the main function suite where dinner is 
served.

2 x further life-size gold Oscar statues stand at the edge of the stage looking over the proceedings of the most glamorous night of the year.

The stage has been designed and the red plush curtains are drawn back to reveal one of the most famous views in the world

4 x giant Hollywood casino chips.

4 x giant Walk of Fame star casino chips.

2 x giant film reels with film.

1 x huge director’s chairs.

The walls are surrounded with up lighting.

2 x huge playing cards on easels.

Hollywood street signs hang and guide you to the most famous streets and areas of the City including Sunset Strip, Hollywood Blvd, Rodeo 
Drive, Vine Street, Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles, Beverly Hills and Studio City.

If you have a budget in mind that you would like to spend please contact Ian at Andy Smith Presents to discuss your budget and 
requirements in fine detail and I can tailor a package to suit your exact requirements.


